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Brand Vision
AIRJUMP is an athletic inspired brand for anyone that 

 wants to be on-trend at a great value.

Brand Mission
“Inspired To Move”
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Brand Personality
AIRJUMP represents, comfort, versatility, 
resourcefulness and a trend conscience 
mindset for those living a motivated life.
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T-shirts
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Workout tank



Outerwear
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Footwear
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Headwear
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Socks
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Swimwear
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accessories
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Underwear
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Workout equipment
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Water 
bottles



Yoga mats



Competitive Landscape
The market that AIRJUMP finds itself in is very competitive.

There are many new brands competing in this segment; however, the 
AIRJUMP brand captivates by offering clean fresh looks at a value 

proposition. The brand develops strong product offerings for a demanding 
and continually evolving market landscape.
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ABOUT
The AIRJUMP brand started its business venture with a 

focus on the basketball world. Morris Tawil, president and 
co-founder of Air Skate and AirJump Corp,  started his 

footwear business in April of 1989.

As president and co-founder of the Henry Ferrera brand 
which is well-known for its fashion rain boots, Tawil 

teamed up with a  footwear design school in Italy and his 
work with them evolved into design of fashion athletic 

footwear.

When footwear began to accept sport shoes as 
fashion (athleisure), the AIRJUMP brand was born, 

delivering modern and refreshing fashionable sneakers.
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www.TheBrandLiaison.com

For Licensing Inquiries:

Steven Heller
561-302-7838

Steven@TheBrandLiaison.com

Karen Diamond
201-310-2798

Karen@TheBrandLiaison.com
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